
Minutes of Meeting 08 
Date: 05 November 2010  
Time: 1000 hrs  
Venue: SIS GSR 2-7 

 
Present: 

Mr. Paul Dunn 

Ms. Masami 

Cher Boon Chin Robin  
Guo Jinchuan  
Fong Sai Yean Shawn  
Tai Khang Wei 
Woon Tian Yew Benjamin  
Yeo Boon Yee Stephanie 

 

S/
N 

ITEMS ACTIO
N BY 

 

1 Geocoding 
We will insert the latitude and longitude by clicking on the map 

 
We would be able to insert or edit any of the latitude and longitude. 
Ways we can insert: 

 Type the address and if there is an available lat and long, it will show. 

 Or we can click the spot on the map. Then we can update the address but not 
geocode the address as it will change the spot again. 

Info  



But we will not be adding any “btg”, as it does not make sense. As this is for adding the 
lat and long only. 
 
Did you know 

 We will fix a number of characters (about 70 – 80) for the “did you know” 
sentences as we would not want the widget to go out of size. 

 We will play around with the font and size if 70 – 80 characters are too little. 

 Currently, we tag the image to the sentence 

 Upload function for image should be available, but if this is too tedious, they 
can also upload it into the ftp. 

 We can choose to disable it (will be red if disabled) 

 Also a flag to see if it is on the widget. 
 
Manage recommendations 

 Allow people to recommend btg 

 On the admin module, we will want to have some simple graphs to display the 
statistics of the number of recommendation counts. 

 It would be cool to let other people to see the graphs in the future. 

 Or we can show the top 5 most recommended company to users. This might 
encourage the visitors to want to recommend. 

 It might not need to be a graph; it can be just in a table format, showing the 
results.  

 From the admin point of view, it is not very necessary to see all the nice 
graphs. 

 We can edit the spelling errors and etc from the administrative module too 

 We will also have an add function to let the administrator to add 
recommendation 

2 B1G1 World 
Display of the clutter 

 
 

 How do we know that we can spin it? 

  



 Scroll bar is not very clear 

 However, we are not differentiating the btg, projects and partners. 
Contribution 

 

 Previously, some of the lines were overlapping each other 

 Currently, if there is overlap lines, the display will loop out the relationships 
that is under the line. 

 We can show a summary of how many of each type are there 
There will be an updated version for the display, will be shown later. 
Leverage 

 

 When there is no leverage giving, should we disable the give leverage button, 
or should we still display the interface, but prompt the person to start giving? 

 For btg without projects or invitee: “Just getting started, check back soon” 

 We will also highlight the main node with a red border 
Recommendation Module 



 

 If the recommendation made by the user exists in the database, or a similar 
entry is entered, it will ask the user if he meant the company by displaying 
below. But graying out the input field is not necessary. 

 But it may seem to the user that the user is not entering the right spelling and 
so the recommending appears. 

 The “Did you mean xxx?” is a bit far from the list if there is lesser records. Will 
be good if we can dynamically shift it up. 

 Otherwise, the user will be prompted to add in the details. 

 A back button would be good. 

  “I think this business  would do B1G1 well” 
Displaying of the B1G1 World 

1. On Facebook and on the B1G1 Website, it will appear as a pop up window 
(without scrollbars and all), and display like an application. 

3 Widget 
1. Generic Widget 

o We do not pass in any company id  into it 
o Shows all the “did you know” and the random company givings 
o Tells more about B1G1 in general 

2. Personalized Widget 
o Tied to a company id 
o Will show the giving impact of the company and also “did you know”. 

 

 The widget will be based on the same logic as the B1G1 World. It will also be 
up to date as it will be getting data dynamically. 

 Needs to be more visually appealing. 
o Have a rotating globe image that has a popup  but it would be more 

complicated for the use to embed the widget 
o Map need not necessary be there 
o Give them a link that gives them to their profile on the website or a link 

to the B1G1 world 

  



o http://www.ignitinginspiration.com/ 

 
 

 Ideas: 
 

 

 
 

 So how do we display the giving? 
o Continuous scrolling of text vertically 

http://www.ignitinginspiration.com/


 Put the speech bubble for the facebook but  for the widget, we do not put it 
due to space constraints 

 What will encourage people to click on the widget? 
o Interesting facts 

 What will encourage people to put the widget on their webpage? 
o If they feel strongly about it 

 “BET YOU DIDN’T KNOW…..” 

 
 Width: 200 – 240 

http://www.squidoo.com/standardbannersizes 
180 x 240 (can be longer if needed) 

 Embedding link 

 
 

The meeting concluded @ 1230hrs. 

 

Minutes taken by Stephanie Yeo, vetted and circulated by Guo Jinchuan. 

http://www.squidoo.com/standardbannersizes

